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Periodic jets in AGN
Their models
Unresolved SMBH Binary scenario
Case study in radio: S5 1928+738
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Active Galactic Nucleus
• The central engine is a 106-109 MSun black hole
• The accretion powers the AGN
• Quasars, blazars: small inclination angles, relativistic beaming
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Spatial and temporal periodicities in jets
• Changes in space and/or in time?
– e.g. position angle against core separation
– e.g. apparent velocity against ejection epoch

• On large-scale (degree/arcsec)

Morphology, flux variability. Precession, thousand or million years

• On small-scale (milliarcsec)

Morphology, flux variability, +kinematics. Periodicities, ten years

The observed jet-quantity is periodical on mas/as/deg-scale?

Hints about the possible engine
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Explaining periodic jets with ...
• „Garden-hose” models (mainly for stellar jets, periodicities)
• External causes (e.g. dense environment, periodicities)
• Single BH (e.g. Bardeen-Petterson interaction between a misaligned

viscous accretion disk and a spinning black hole, fluid-instabilities in the jet)

• Binary BH (e. g. spin precession, torque-induced precession due to the
passage of the secondary BH through the disk around the primary BH,
precession and periodicities)

Bardeen-Petterson effect
(©https://einstein.stanford.edu)
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Case study: S5 1928+738

A spinning supermassive black hole binary model consistent with VLBI
observations of the S5 1928+738 jet (http://arxiv.org/abs/1402.2644, accepted to MNRAS)
(E. Kun, K. É. Gabányi, M. Karouzos, S. Britzen, L. Á. Gergely)

●
●

●
●
●

Core-dominated quasar, redshift z=0.302 (spatial resolution 4.6kpc/”, Planck)
Spectral index α182MHz-8.4GHz=-0.05 (CRATES Flat-Spectrum Radio Sources)
as-scale Two-sided lobe about a strong core
mas-scale One-sided core-jet structure, superluminal motion
Periodic jet structure in arcsec- and milliarcsec-scale

1928+738
as-scale (VLA)
Hummel et al. 1992,
P=430.000 yr
mas-scale (VLBI)
Roos et al. 1993,
P=3.2 yr
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S5 1928+738 at 1.64 GHz, VLA, S5 1928+738 at 15 GHz, MOJAVE
Hummel et al. 1992
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A Massive Binary Black Hole In 1928+738?
●

Roos, Kaastra & Hummel (1993)

A SMBH binary may harbour in the host galaxy
●

Pattern motion of the components
The orbital motion of the jet emitter black hole
induces a cone over which the velocity vector
of the jet circles. The unperturbed jet shape
would be a straight line. Ballistic propagation.

●

Binary parameters:

total mass m=108MSun, orbital period T=2.9 yr,
separation r=0.003 pc, mass ratio m2/m1>0.1
(m1+m2=m, m2/m1<1)

●

They predicted an additional effect,
the slow reorientation of the jet
But not had enough data to investigate
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Fig. 1 of Roos et al. 1993
Model of a precessing jet superposed on
the VLBI maps (1.3cm) obtained by H92
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MOnitoring of Jets in Active Galactic Nuclei
with VLBA Experiments
●
●

Radio monitoring of extragalactic jets at 2 cm (Lister et al. 2009)
The data of the 1928+738 jet span almost 20 years

Long-term monitoring is needed to reveal the spinning nature of the jet emitting
black hole, because of the expected long timescale of the spin precession

The ten 25m VLBA antennas
The array size is 8000 km
(©http://images.nrao.edu/?id=549)
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Jet-model
(1) Initially conical helix jet-shape predicted by
magnetic jet launching scenarios (R93 straight line)
physical motion

(2) Orbital motion perturbs the jet ejection pattern
motion, P~years

(3) Spin precession, pattern motion. P~thousand years
The red curve, the jet ridgeline, is the vectorial sum of
these three effects
Jet axis=the symmetry axis of (1)

Periodical and monoton terms are
expected in the angular variation of the
jet axis
ι0: inclination angle of the jet axis
λ0: position angle of the jet axis
φint: intrinsic half-opening angle of (1)
φapp=φint/sin(ι0) apparent half-opening angle of (1)
φint and ι0 are in degeneracy
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What we use in the model?
•
•
•

Two SMBHs orbiting each other with total mass m = m1+m2
and mass ratio ν = m2/m1 < 1 (1st primary, 2nd secondary)
The primary BH emits the jet, v1<vjet
The inclination variation of the jet axis
– Its period is related orbital period T=

T(ι0)
(1+z)

– Its amplitude depends on the mass ratio

ζ=

v cosκ
arcsin 1v
jet

𝐋

κ

= arcsin

ζ
𝐞jet axis

/

ε1 2 ν
cosκ
βjet (1+ν)

𝐒

(ε=Gm/c2/r)

𝐯1
S direction of the spin
L direction of the orbital
angular momentum
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Analysis of archival
MOJAVE visibilities of S5 1928+738
●

●

●

●

Calibrated MOJAVE visibilities
in 45 epochs (1994.67-2013.06)
Modelfit with DIFMAP (Shepherd 1997)
–

Only circular Gaussian profiles

–

Position (x[mas],y[mas]),
integrated flux density (S [Jy]),
FWHM of the fitted Gaussian (d[mas])

Error calculation as Schinzel (2011)

For own modelfits: error in flux ~5-10%
error in position ~5%
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Tapered image created in the DIFMAP.
Contours are in percent of the peak flux
2.18 Jy/beam and they increase by
factors of two. The lowest contour level
is 1.1 mJy/beam (0.05% of the peak
flux). The off-source rms noise is 0.16
mJy/beam.
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Parametric fit of the projected
conical helix jet shape
●

φint=atan(b/a) was fixed based on the
„starting model" at 43 GHz (map from Lister et al. 2001)
(high frequency data helps to fix the jet shape)

Jet orientation and intrinsic jet-shape, 43 GHz, 1999.06

●

●

Then the component-positions in the inner jet
measured at 15 GHz (44 epochs) were fitted
φint was constant, ι0 and λ0 were allowed to vary
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„Starting jet” model fitted on 43 GHz

Component positions at 43 GHz
(13 Jan 1999)
Component positions at 15 GHz
(2 January 1999)
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Binary parameters
•
•

Total mass m=8.13x108 MSun, independent estimation (Woo & Urry, 2002)
Orbital period T=4.78 ± 0.14 yr, period of inclination variation

•

Binary separation r=0.0128 ± 0.0003 pc, binary dynamics (m,T)

•

Post-Newtonian parameter ε≈0.003, binary dynamics (Gm/c2/r)

•
•
•

Mass ratio νЄ[0.21:1/3], amplitude of inclination variation
Spin-orbit precession period TSO=4852 ± 646 yr, binary dynamics (m,T,r,ν)
Gravitational lifetime Tmerger=(1.44 ± 0.19)x106 yr, binary dynamics (m,T,r,v)
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Conclusions
• Inclusion of the intrinsically helical jet shape
• Inclusion of the spin of the jet-emitter black hole
• A close (distant?) SMBH binary at the beginning of
the inspiral phase of the merger is consistent with
the observations taken from the inner jet of S5
1928+738 at 15 GHz
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But what happens around a black hole?

Thank you for your attention!
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